DIMENSIONS

Speed: Variable (5,000 - 35,000 RPM)

Contents: Dremel 4300 high performance rotary tool, Pivot Light, A550 Shield attachment redirects debris and sparks during cutting, grinding, sanding, and polishing applications, A576 Sanding/Grinding Guide attachment for increased control during sanding and grinding application, 565 Cutting Guide attachment turns your rotary tool into a rotary saw, 675 Garden Tool Sharpener attachment sharpens your lawn mower blade and garden tools, Storage Case for superior attachment and accessory organization, 40 Genuine Dremel accessories with Mini case

Warranty: Limited 2 Years

Cord Length: 6 ft

Length: 9 "

Voltage: 120V

Amperage: 1.8

Height: 2 "

Speed Range: 5,000 - 35,000 RPM

Width: 2 "

Tool Level: 1 - Corded – variable speed high